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Pro-lifers question if authorities stalling prosecution of Texas abortionist

Charlie Butts  (OneNewsNow.com) Friday, November 01, 2013

An abortionist in Texas who was exposed as an alleged murderer by three former employees has yet to be prosecuted.

Life Dynamics and Operation Rescue released the video interview earlier this year with the employees alleging that Houston abortionist Douglas Karpen frequently delivered babies alive and killed them by twisting their heads off, jamming an instrument into their soft spot or pushing a finger through the thorax. The information was turned over to Houston authorities last summer.

Mark Crutcher, who heads Life Dynamics, says his pro-life group can't get any information and has no idea what authorities are doing – if anything.

"What we do know is, by all appearances, the fix is in and we were suspicious about this from the beginning," says Crutcher.

He goes on to say that others in the pro-life movement urged Life Dynamics to start "calling out" the Houston Police Department and the District Attorney's Office.

"But my attitude was let's give them time to do their job," Crutcher recalls. "Homicide investigations take a while and indictments don't come down overnight."

Crutcher now contends that enough time has come and gone, and something should have been done by now.

"And yet nothing is being done," says Crutcher, noting that the Houston mayor is an abortion supporter. She is also a lesbian whose lover is associated with Planned Parenthood.

"So I guess we shouldn't be surprised," Crutcher surmises.

Three witnesses provided the evidence on the video, and Crutcher suggests there are people in Texas prisons convicted and sentenced for crimes on less evidence than that.

Finally, Crutcher suggests that Texas citizens could get more information by contacting the Houston Police Department and the District Attorney's Office.
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